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Abstract

With the increased availability and reduced cost of technology, the popularity of EC, and the desire of small
businesses to expand, the lure of EC and the global marketplace to the small business is great. Unfortunately,
there are many obstacles that face a small business entering the global market that are typically identified only
after an unsuccessful venture. To date the examination of the factors germane to this environment are limited.
This paper presents a model for the exploration of the issues that face small businesses in their quest to expand
into global markets through EC.
Keywords: Small business, E-commerce, planning

Introduction
One of the most important phenomena happening in MIS literature in the last decade is the expansion of Electronic Commerce
(EC). Because of the opportunities provided by EC investments, in the future, the small business will be much different from what
it is now. They will be more diverse, globally oriented and will be using technology as a competitive advantage. With the growth
of global markets (67% of the world’s purchasing power is outside the US (SBA Report, 1999) EC is acknowledged as one of
the most proposing ways of small businesses to expend international markets.

Globalization of Small Enterprises
Simon (Simon, 1988) indicated two primary reasons for small and medium size enterprises (SME's) increased interest for foreign
markets.
•
•

Globalization which creates both advantages and opportunities in emerging markets as well as threats and pressures through
increasing number of foreign firms in the domestic market.
Enhancing regional trade agreements which has made it easier to do business in some designated markets.

As Natalie Engler said “Today improved infrastructures, web based business applications and new technology alliances are
helping emerging enterprises cross boundaries like never before “(Engler, 1999). Some of the major trends in technology making
it easier accessible for small companies are:
•
•
•
•

Today travel is easier, faster and cheaper than before,
The quality of communication is increasing while its cost is decreasing,
The computer hardware is getting cheaper and more powerful everyday, making it easier to have powerful servers and clients
for small businesses to support its IT operations,
The means of communication are having more variety. Today, we have many choices to communicate easily, such as the
Internet, phones, faxes etc.

Today, it is clear that technology has provided SME’s with valuable tools to increase their competitive advantage. For example
small companies can export products to all over the world by using the Internet. Consequently, technology and globalization are
opening up new doors for small businesses across the country and around the globe. Soon, business transactions between New
York and India will be as easy as that of between Massachusetts and California.
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Electronic Commerce

However, implementing IT services, specifically EC, can be a very difficult process and also experience for small businesses,
since they cannot afford big suppliers’ prices and consequently end up with limited choices and high costs (Williams, 2000).
Ultimately, most of the time, many small businesses have no other choice but to outsource their IT operations. In general, most
consulting firms offer customized services to large companies. Fortunately, there are recently consulting firms opening up to
provide an array of fixed-price services packaged and standardized for small business IT needs. In addition, the big hardware and
software producers, like IBM, Sun Microsystems known as manufacturers of powerful as well as expensive mainframes, have
started to pay attention to small businesses needs. IBM tries to reach this market by offering all-in one, low priced bundles to
small business owners also Sun and Lucent say they will enable a new segment of Cyber Carriers that will provide the same highbandwidth Web access to small and midsize businesses that large companies now have (Moltzen, 2000). Thus, IT vendors have
begun to recognized the valuable opportunities that exist in the small business market.
Since the information technologies, particularly electronic commerce, are so crucial for emerging global activities for small
businesses, this study will present a model for EC investment decisions for small or medium size (SME) businesses.

General Problems of Small Business in IT Investments
For small businesses, criteria to establish an effective Information System are closely related to businesses’ missions and goals.
Those criteria are also functions of business environments, which are defined, in corporate strategic purpose (Ilk-Kwon and Scott,
1991).
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Many CEOs and some CIO’s feel ill prepared when making IT investments decisions many of which involving millions of dollars
(Griswold, 1998). According to Grisworld, CEOs as well as their companies can be grouped into 5 categories with respect to their
attitudes towards new technology investments
•
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The innovator is always on the leading edge of technology,
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•
•
•
•

The early adopter will not purchase technology until some initial maturity of technology has achieved,
The early majority will not invest into technology until several successful implementations have been seen,
The late majority will only invest into technology when it is in common use,
The laggards will only invest into new technology when there is an outside force to compel (Griswold, 1998).

In general, the main problems that small businesses experience when implementing IT investments are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not being able to afford to employ internal staff with computer expertise,
Having a general lack of computer knowledge,
Having inadequate hardware and software,
Highly need to rely on outside resources,
Experiencing a lack of financial resources and technical support,
Having recruitment difficulties,
Having short-range management perspective with inadequate planning (Igbaria, Zinatelli, Cragg, Cavaye, 1997).

Since the small businesses usually lack extensive financial resources to absorb high expenses of mistakes in IT investments, they
should approach computerization cautiously (DeLone, 1988).

Selecting and Investing in IT Systems for Competitive Advantage
IT can provide firms with an extensive source of competitive advantage. As Raymond pointed out “the methods employed by a
small firm to determine its information requirements, to produce its hardware and software, and to manage its computing resources
should affect the quality of the system’s end product” (Raymond, 1985). However, technology itself is not always a source of
competitive advantage; IT capabilities can be copied easily and innovative firms might not keep its competitive advantage for
a long time, therefore “IT can enable other sources controlled by the firm to be exploited for advantage” (Clemons, Weber, 1990).
However, it is still possible to implement unique ideas in EC context. Like a small flowers retailer from CA, Calyx and Corolla
has implemented a very unique idea by using e-commerce. (Lucas Jr., 2000). The company started to take orders through Internet
and informed independent flower growers to prepare the orders and have FedEx delivered the flowers. Basically, what Calyx and
Corolla, as middlemen, doing is just to establish the necessary links among customers, flower growers and FedEx by using IT
technologies wisely.

Conclusion
Since the invention of the first computer in 1960s, computers have played an important role in business. Further with the
emerging of the Internet this role has become more important. For many organizations, the investment EC is not a choice, but a
requirement to be in the business. In this picture, small businesses present unique requirements. In this study, the authors propose
a model that can hopefully provide a framework for the exploration of the EC investment within the SME environment.
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